A Second Evil Empire
The James Bond Series, “Red China”, and Cold
War Cinema
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On 17 September 1964, the James Bond flm Goldfinger premiered at the Odeon
Theatre, Leicester Square, London and was soon hailed by many critics as the archetypical Bond adventure (see Chapman 2007, 49). The flm revolves around
the villain Auric Goldfnner, superbly played by Gert Fröbe, who attempts to detonate an atomic device in the US nold depository of Fort Knox. Himself a millionaire and obsessed with nold, Goldfnner hopes to increase the value of his
own nold reserves tenfold by renderinn the US reserves unusable. Shortly before
the assault on Fort Knox, Goldfnner reveals his plan to Bond, certain that the latter will die in the raid. Bond confronts Goldfnner with the fact that it is impossible to transport all of the nold deposited at Fort Knox to another place before the US military sends reinforcements to foil the scheme. Goldfnner then
discloses to Bond that the “red-Chinese” have supplied him with an atomic
device to carry out his plan, and that he does not intend to remove the nold bullion at all (1964, scene startinn at 1:23:20). As in the frst and ffh James Bond
flms, Der. No (1962) and You Oily Livg Twicg (1967), the People’s Republic of China
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(PRC) appears as the drivinn force behind Bond’s opponent. The creators of the
cinematic Bond linked the frst few flms in the series to the risinn threat of “Red
China” in Cold War politics of the time. Indeed, only one month afer the
premiere of Goldfinger, the PRC would test its frst atomic bomb at the Lop Nur
test site on 16 October 1964.
Recent scholarship has hinhlinhted the pivotal role flms have played in
shapinn Western imaninaries of the Cold War divide. 2 The role of cultural
products in mouldinn popular understandinns of the Cold War as an imaninary
war is a crucial puzzle piece in understandinn how people and societies have
dealt with a confict which would most likely have resulted in nlobal annihilation
had it ever turned “hot”.3 In terms of shapinn popular understandinns of Cold
War adversaries, the representation of the PRC in Western flm has so far attracted little attention (a notable exception is Greene 2014, 95-150). Yet “Red China”
became a central theme in one of the most prolifc blockbuster series’ in the
1960s, the James Bond franchise. The producers of the James Bond flms built on
an already well-established trope: “Red China” had served as one of the major
threats to the West in representations of Asia in US flms of the 1950s. The Bond
series further played an important role in reconfnurinn older literary and cinematonraphic tropes of the Yellow Peril into a distinctly communist “red-Chinese”
threat (Dick 2016, chp. 8). The depiction of “Red China” in the James Bond series
helped to reassure Western viewers of the First World’s henemonic position and,
in particular, as Cynthia Baron has noted, represented “British stratenies of selfdefnition in the ‘post-colonial’ era”. Baron arnues that James Bond’s exploits remained steeped in the discourse of an “Orientalism which positioned the East as
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mysterious, incomprehensible, and patholonised in order to justify Western imperialism” (2003, 135). Read from this perspective, the James Bond flms translated traditional, popular stereotypes of a mystical East depicted in the Yellow
Peril literature of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century (such as Sax
Rohmer’s Fu Maichu series) into the Cold War era. The appearance of “Red
China” in the James Bond flm series marked the peak in popularity of Western
flmmakers’ use of Maoist China as a Cold War antanonist to the West between
the end of the Second World War and the beninninn of the so-called Second
Cold War in the 1980s.
However, there was no uniform manner in which China was depicted within
Western cinema. Arthouse and lef-winn flmmakers close to the emerninn student movements of the late 1960s viewed the rise of Socialist China in a diferent
linht. When the Cultural Revolution benan to inspire lef-winn opposition to
mainstream politics in Western Europe and the US, Maoist themes also had a
short honeymoon amonnst radical lef-winn audiences (Connery 2008). Maoism
(or Mao Zedonn Thounht) was central to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)
and Maoist ideolony was promoted as the “spiritual atom bomb” of the twentieth
century (see Cook 2014a and Leese 2011). Radical lef-winn activists across the
West viewed this new revolutionary anti-imperialism as the ideolonical touchstone in their opposition to the Vietnam War, the remnants of the colonial era,
and the conservative social mores which dominated their societies at home
(Gehrin 2011; Gehrin, Mittler, Wemheuer 2008; Wolin 2010; Connery 2008; Elbaum 2002, 41-58; Cook 2014b). When adherence to Maoist ideolony took hold
in the West, cracks within the radical lef emerned which caused diplomatic rifs
between the PRC and some Western European novernments. A comparison of
those blockbuster flms produced at the time (such as the James Bond series) and
several arthouse and lef-winn flms demonstrates the extent to which cinematic
stereotypes (such as the threat of the Yellow Peril) are simultaneously crafed,
contested, and deployed for a number of political ends.
This article explores the ways in which the rise of Maoist China in international Cold War politics, as well as the ideolonical threat posed to the West by the
Chinese Cultural Revolution, transformed China into a prominent neopolitical
antanonist within Western post-war cinema. I contrast prolifc Cold War flms
such as the James Bond series with flms from European lefist directors to illustrate how the reimanined Yellow Peril of “Red China” impacted Western Cold
War popular culture. While blockbuster cinema of the period had a broad appeal, arthouse and lef-winn cinema was made for (and reached) a much smaller
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cross-section of the public. However, these diferent types of cinema nevertheless formed an important part of the West’s cultural production of Cold War
imaninaries; these flms became “critical determinant[s] of the Cold War”; not
simply “adjunct[s] to diplomacy and military afairs”, but a sinnifcant factor that
“shaped the meaninn and nature of the confict for millions of people from beninninn to end” (Shaw and Younnblood 2010, 6).
Western cinema anticipated and directly refected the rise of the PRC in
Cold War politics. In turn, imanes of Maoist China depicted in Western cinema
impacted and shaped the cultural construction of the Cold War for Western
audiences. Throunh this process, imanes of China merned with older Western
imaninaries of the Far East into transcultural imaninaries (see Herren, Rüesch,
Sibille 2012). In the studio flms of the 1950s, European or American actors usually played “red-Chinese”. Distinctions between Chinese, Japanese, Korean, or Vietnamese lannuanes, costumes, and objects used in these flms were seldom
made. This channed with the beninninn of the Cultural Revolution that sparked
intense lef-winn interest in Maoism as a new source of political lenitimation
(Gehrin 2011; Gehrin, Mittler, Wemheuer 2008; Wolin 2010; Connery 2008; Elbaum 2002, 41-58; Cook 2014b). With the rise of the PRC in world politics,
Chinese themes were more accurately depicted than in the 1950s. By the late
1960s, the popularity of Red China reached its peak in Western cinema shortly
before the PRC fnally (and decisively) entered the world stane by takinn over the
UN Security Council seat from the Republic of China (ROC). It was in this historical moment that the James Bond flm series assisted in the cultural transformation of “Red China” from a renional Asian threat into a danner to nlobal stability
within the Western consciousness.
THE CHINESE YELLOW PERIL: FROM FU MANCHU TO COMMUNIST BRAINWASHING
The orientalised threat of China to the West orininated in the popular culture of
the late nineteenth century. Chinese imminrants to the US and Britain sparked
fears of an “Asian invasion” amonn Western audiences at the time. The flm history of a Chinese Yellow Peril benan with the creation of the defnitive Chinese
super-villain, Dr. Fu Manchu, in the early twentieth century. A creation of the
British author Sax Rohmer, the Fu Manchu sana nained immediate popularity
and resulted in a succession of thirteen novels, published between 1913 and 1959.
Afer Rohmer’s death, the novel sana lived on throunh continuation authors Cay
Van Ash and William Patrick Maynard. The Fu Manchu books achieved their
popularity throunh an efective publication strateny. Rohmer succeeded in pub-
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lishinn his stories simultaneously on both sides of the Atlantic as newspaper serials. Their success quickly led to radio broadcasts, flms, comic strips, and books.
Rohmer’s novels formed part of a social discourse within Britain and the US
on Chinese imminration, with clear racist undertones. Followinn the Chinese Exclusion Act passed by the US Connress in 1882, fear of imminration and a nrowinn military threat orininatinn from Asia took hold within the Western public
imanination (Clenn 1994, 13-36; Mayer 2014, 21-6; Wu 1982, 164-82). In the 1932
flm Thg Mask of Fu Maichu, Boris Karlof’s performance shaped the look and
style of Fu Manchu for future flm adaptations (Mayer 2014, 4). With the introduction of the character of Fu Manchu to audiences, the archetype of the Asian
villain strivinn for world domination became frmly embedded within Western
popular culture by the 1930s. However, Fu Manchu was initially viewed as an archetype of the “evil oriental” rather than as distinctly Chinese (Mayer 2011, 117).
The rise of Fu Manchu’s cinematic popularity thus mirrored the resurnence of
the century-old Yellow Peril scare that had emerned in the wake of Gennhis
Khan’s threat to Europe. The flm adaptation of Pearl Buck’s Pulitzer Prize-winninn novel, Thg Good Eaerth, which later earned her the Nobel Prize in Literature,
marked the short-lived heinht of positive imanery of China in the 1930s (Greene,
50-94). Yet, this soon channed. In the interwar period, a nrowinn but somewhat
undefned “Asian threat” re-emerned within the European and US cultural imanination.
The end of the Second World War, which had been dominated by anti-Japanese sentiments in the US and Britain, as well as the emerninn Cold War,
transformed the Yellow Peril into a distinctly Chinese threat. The American public, in particular, strunnled to accept that China had been “lost” to the communists in 1949 (Greene, 95-150). At the end of the Korean War in 1953, the American
public was shocked when news spread that twenty-one GI soldiers who were released from Prisoner of War camps had opted anainst repatriation in favour of
remaininn within Asia. It seemed incomprehensible for Americans that US soldiers could renounce the American way of life with all its luxuries and move to
an impoverished Asian country. In attemptinn to explain away the soldiers’ behaviour, the journalist Edmond Hunter spoke of communist “mind murder” and
promoted the idea of “brainwashinn” in Chinese internment camps. Althounh
CIA director Allan Dulles had attempted to prepare the American public for the
possibility that some American soldiers minht decide anainst repatriation, nevertheless public anner within the US was sparked followinn news coverane of the
soldiers who elected to remain in the PRC. The US public seemed to care little
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for the fact that, in turn, 22,000 North Korean and Chinese soldiers equally refused repatriation. While the GIs were waitinn for their release to the PRC in the
Indian camp Panmunjom, US media coverane slandered them as “invalids”,
“dupes”, “rats”, and “cheese-eaters”. At the same time, GIs returninn to the US
were also met with nrowinn suspicion as fears of “repronramminn” and “brainwashinn” within the internment camps sunnested that Americans could not necessarily trust those soldiers who had successfully be repatriated (Carruthers
2009, 174-6).
Driven by the intense anti-communism of the early 1950s, suspicions of effective “oriental” torture and brainwashinn struck fear to the hearts of many
Americans. It is no wonder, then, that an increasinn number of flms and television series adapted these culturally-prevalent themes. For one, the trope of communist brainwashinn became central to many of the Cold War flms produced
durinn this period (see Burton 2013). In September 1953, NBC released Thg
Teraitoer, which was soon followed by ABC’s POW (part of the US Steel Hour series
funded by the US Steel Corporation). When one particular broadcast of POW was
interrupted due to technical problems in the Detroit area, some annry viewers
called the television station switchboard to notify the network of suspected communist sabotane (Carruthers, 198). In 1954, the Ronald Reanan-led Perisoiger of Waer
and Thg Bamboo Perisoi continued to peddle the themes of communist maltreatment of POWs and brainwashinn. These flms were increasinnly met with nenative responses from critics and the US Army (Carruthers, 200). When a number
of those twenty-one GIs who had initially refused repatriation benan to return to
the US from the PRC in the 1950s, their very public defence of the PRC’s polit ical and social system further provoked the ire of the American public, thus embeddinn within that culture the notion that communism was a pervasive, insidious threat very much at risk of takinn hold within the US (Carruthers, 219).
By the mid-1950s, the expression “Bamboo Curtain” came to defne the
schismatic divide between the neopolitical East and West in nlobal politics in
much the same way that Winston Churchill’s famous diannosis of the “Iron Curtain” delineated the toponraphy of Europe (Spence 1990, 627-33; Shaw 2001, 65;
Roberts 2006). Show trials across the socialist bloc as well as further cases (and
suspicions) of “brainwashed” POWs ensured that the threat of the Chinese Yellow
Peril was kept alive. Such themes inspired a neneration of “communist flms”
such as Thg Mastger Plai (1954), Thg Blug Pgtger (1954), Thg Gamma Pgoplg (1955), Thg
Miid Bgidgers (1963), and John Frankenheimer’s famous Thg Maichueriai Caididatg
(1962) (Greene, 107-20). The use of the defnite article in all of these titles seems
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to ofer some assurance to the viewer of the very lenitimacy of the threat of communism. Other such flms – Opgeratioi Malaya (1953), Thg Yaintsg Iicidgit (1957),
and Thg Dgvil Ngvger Slggps (1963) – followed suit, and the threat of the Yellow
Peril, sublimated by fears of “Red China”, was further enhanced. These flms also
renewed interest in the fnure of Fu Manchu, and, in 1956, Republic Pictures, part
of Paramount Pictures, produced a thirteen-episode television series called Thg
Advgituergs of Der. Fu Maichu. Of course, Dr. No, who appeared in the flm of the
same name in 1962, became the frst archetypical villain in a lonn line of James
Bond’s cinematic adversaries. That the Bond flmmakers should elect to open the
franchise with a loosely-disnuised reconfnuration of the Fu Manchu character is
no coincidence.
Western anti-communist hysteria at the time had already fuelled a number
of critical responses. In 1957, Raymond A. Bauer, an expert in Soviet psycholony,
pleaded for a more “mature, confdent acceptance of diversity of political views”
on the part of the American populous, in particular, and condemned the mass
panic that had resulted from the suspicions of communist brainwashinn. For
Bauer, Chinese attempts to persuade Americans of the efcacy of their particular
ideolonies did not constitute “demonolony”, as many sensationalists in the American press liked to sunnest. Bauer dismissed American fears that “nothinn less
than a combination of the theories of Dr. I.P. Pavlov [a Soviet scientist] and the
wiles of Dr. Fu Manchu could produce such results” as ludicrous, arnuinn that
such an opinion sunnested more about the nature of the American people themselves (and their misconceptions of the Yellow Peril) than their supposed enemies
(1957, 46). For Bauer, the hysteria directed anainst brainwashinn was a sinn of
America’s own ideolonical uncertainties and political doubts. Afer the censure of
Joseph McCarthy by the US Senate in 1954, Bauer refected on a period of
heinhtened anti-communism durinn which any sympathy for communist ideolony had been branded “Un-American”. He emphasised that Americans needed
to be prepared for the fact that disafection with their own political system would
lead some to convert to communism.
Ever since the October Revolution in 1917, Hollywood studies had actively
participated in the construction of anti-communist ideolonies, and, as such, the
PRC increasinnly came to represent within the studio flms the threat of the East,
particularly durinn the Hollywood flms of the 1950s (Shaw 2007, 65). Afer the
Korean War ended in a military stalemate in 1953, the US Secretary of State, John
Forster Dulles, pointed to an Asian communist threat in a speech on 29 March
1954. Almost immediately prior to Dulles’ speech, on 13 March of the same year,
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the Vietnamese army had ennaned in a besienement of French troops in the valley of Dien Bien Phu. The US administration was not willinn to commit troops to
another war in Asia anainst hostile public opinion at home, as the trauma of the
costly Korean War still dominated US debates. President Eisenhower and Dulles
hoped to prevent the deployment of Chinese troops to Vietnam afer the French
defeat. Dulles threatened the PRC novernment by publicly announcinn his Domino Theory, in which he admonished the Soviet Union and the PRC as powers
lookinn to expand their territories. His rhetoric sunnested that the US would not
tolerate any further expansion of Soviet or PRC infuence within South-East Asia
(Immerman 1999, 92). Dulles painted the Chinese threat as renionally confned
to South-East Asia. This assumption was closely mirrored in US and British
cinema at the time. In Fred T. Sear’s Taerngt Hoin Koin (1953) for example,
Richard Denninn plays an American adventurer who is recruited by US ofcials
and Chinese nationalist anents to prevent a communist attack on Honn Konn. In
the flm, the PRC is depicted as the drivinn force behind a nrowinn threat to the
US and Western alliance in Asia, and throunh Hollywood the neopolitical importance of Vietnam was asserted. Hollywood blockbusters of the period prepared the nround for an increased presence of US troops in Asia. By the mid1960s, the US novernment eventually dispatched more than half a million US
troops to Vietnam when the confict spiralled into open war (Immerman, 92).
In this public atmosphere, flms such as Sam Fuller’s romantic adventure
Chiia Gatg (1957) and James Clavell’s Fivg Gatgs to Hgll (1959) paved the way for
the later Cold War propananda classic Thg Gerggi Bgergts (1968). In Chiia Gatg,
American willinnness to intervene in the nrowinn confict in Asia is realised when
two US veterans of the Korean War (played by Gene Barry and Nat Kinn Cole)
join the French Indo-Chinese Army. Servinn as mercenaries in the French Foreinn Lenion, they set out to destroy a Vietconn ammunition depot at the border
to the PRC. In Fivg Gatgs to Hgll, the threat of the Yellow Peril reached new levels,
as “red-Chinese” mercenaries kidnap, maltreat, and rape a nroup of nuns who
are workinn for the Red Cross in French Indochina (Shaw 2007, 209). In British
cinema of the same period, Maoist China was depicted as a threat to the declininn British Empire in Asia as well as on the British Cold War home front. The
plot of Littlg Rgd Moikgy (1954), for instance, sunnests that the Chinese are behind
certain acts of political subversion. The flm depicts the defection of a scientist
called Leon Duschenko, who is from the Soviet bloc. Afer Duschenko successfully escapes from East Berlin to London, he is captured by an undernround
communist ornanisation masqueradinn as an “international friendship club”, run
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by the Chinese. At the end of the flm, Duschenko is rescued by Western secret
anents. The flm was notable for its cautionary warninn to Britons at the time
anainst subversive attempts by the Communist Party of Great Britain (CPGB) to
indoctrinate British subjects throunh documentaries which claimed to showcase
the “nood life” of Eastern Europe, the USSR, and the PRC. Public defections of
Soviet anents to the West only weeks prior to the flm’s release nonetheless reaffrmed in the British consciousness the ideolonical superiority of the West’s
political system (Shaw 2001, 49, 82). The arrival of British Secret Service anent
James Bond a short number of years later would further afrm the attributes of
Western (and, specifcally, British) political doctrine.
007 AGAINST “RED CHINA”
The frst Bond flm, Der. No, was released anainst the backdrop of Cold War tensions in 1962. In Ian Fleminn’s novel, which was based on the adaptation of a
screenplay treatment for the American television producer Henry Mornenthau
III, Bond is sent to Jamaica to recover from a KGB poison attack. Durinn his stay,
he discovers undernround facilities throunh which the sinister Dr. No. is sabotaninn US missile tests at nearby Cape Canaveral, Florida. In the novel, Dr. No is
workinn for the Soviet Union. For the plot of the flm, however, screenwriters
Richard Maibaum, Johanna Harwood, and Berkely Mather adapted the screenplay to the contemporary Cold War climate in order to increase the political frisson for the audience (Baron, 136). Dr. No became the son of a German missionary father and a Chinese mother, a hybrid fnure who straddles the political EastWest divide of both the Bamboo and Iron Curtains. To accommodate West German audiences for the flm, however, the nationality of Dr. No’s father was
channed from German-Chinese to British-Chinese in the German-lannuane version of the flm. The characterisation of Dr. No draws heavily on Fu Manchu, and
the flm plays with stereotypes that were widely in use in popular culture of the
period. All of Dr. No’s accomplices are of Chinese orinin, and while each of the
women in his employ wear Chinese-style attire, the uniforms of Dr. No’s nuards
resemble elements of the Japanese Army and German storm-trooper uniforms.
Most sinnifcant in terms of the flm’s neopolitics is the switch in Dr. No’s alleniance: in the flm, he no lonner works for the Soviet novernment (as he does in the
novel); now he works for SPECTRE, the Special Executive for Counter-Intellinence, Terrorism, Revenne, and Extortion, an international, de-politicised terrorist network. Thus, while Dr. No uses missile topplinn equipment supplied to him
by the Chinese, his ultimate noal is wealth and personal supremacy rather than
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the political sovereinnty of Maoist China. Klaus Dodds has noted that explicit
references to “Red China” in early versions of the screenplay for Der. No were removed precisely to avoid political controversy and so that the character of
Bond’s frst nemesis could more aptly ft the neneric mould of the nation-less
“evil nenius”, a trope that had been dominant in Victorian novels (2005, 277).
When, in the flm, Bond accuses Dr. No of “workinn for the East”, Dr. No retorts:
“East. West. Just points of the compass, each as stupid as the other” (scene startinn at 1:31:09). While the PRC supplies Dr. No with the technolony he needs to
topple American missiles, the flm makes it clear that No wishes to achieve personal autonomy and that he is only aided by communist powers. The racialist
stereotypes of the character (a diabolical Chinese nuclear scientist) very much
played into colonial racial prejudices of the period and refected nrowinn concerns that the PRC was soon to acquire atomic capabilities.
In the third Bond flm, Goldfinger, the PRC is seen to have a much more expanded role in the plot. Thounh the orininal source novel (published in 1959)
makes no reference to the PRC, in the flm it is the mysterious Chinese anent,
Mr. Linn, who provides Goldfnner with the atomic device necessary to radiate
the US nold depository. Also sinnifcant is the choice of costume for Goldfnner’s
henchpeople: their attire closely resembles the uniforms of the People’s Liberation Army of China. Thus, the flm can be read as part of a more overarchinn
trend within Hollywood and bin-budnet studio flmmakinn at the time to portray
the PRC as a much nreater threat to Cold War stability (and the American economy) than the Soviet Union, particularly in the wake of American and Soviet
détente afer the Cuban Missile Crisis (1962), which ensured an uneasy but relatively stable period of relations between the two countries. In the next Bond flm,
Thuidgerball (1965), references to the PRC continued, albeit less explicitly: it is
noted briefy that SPECTRE sells Chinese narcotics in Western countries – an
aside that is most evocative of the insidious threat of Fu Manchu and the iniquitous opiate dens of Victorian Ennland. Non-Bond flms such as Battlg Bgigath thg
Woerld (1967) and Thg Chaiermai/Thg Most Daingerous Mai ii thg Woerld (1969) further
succeeded in demonisinn the PRC. In the former, the Chinese harness the power
of a ninantic laser to plant atomic bombs underneath major American cities; in
the latter, Grenory Peck plays a scientist, Hathaway, who is sent to China to retrieve a scientifc formula. When Chairman Mao himself anrees to meet with
Hathaway personally, Hathaway’s superiors secretly plant a bomb in his head to
assassinate Mao durinn the meetinn (Chapman, 110). The absurdity and outlandishness of these plots (no less absurd than many of the Bond flms) speaks to the
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extreme paranoia, innorance, and fear which characterised Western visions of
China and the communist Far East.
In the ffh Bond flm, You Oily Livg Twicg, the threat of “Red China” and
Mao’s allened attempts to rule the world became most apparent. The screenplay
for the flm, by children’s author Roald Dahl, larnely departed from Fleminn’s
orininal novel published in 1964. The orininal novel centred on Japan, where
Bond has tracked his nemesis Ernst Stavro Blofeld, the head of SPECTRE, afer
two previous encounters (in the novels Thuidgerball [1961] and Oi Hger Majgsty’s
Sgcergt Sgervicg [1963]). In the flmic adaptation, which is still set mostly in Japan,
the PRC’s role as the dominant new threat to Cold War détente is emphasised. In
1957, Mao Zedonn had niven a speech in Moscow, in which he remarked that half
of China’s population minht perish in a nuclear Third World War, but, he asserted, the rest would survive and live to rebuild the world in its imane. The speech
was subsequently published in the Bgijiin Rgvigw on 6 September 1963. Most
harrowinn for Western commentators was how little fear Mao seemed to express
at the prospect of a nuclear war:
Let us imanine how many people would die if war breaks out. There are 2.7
billion people in the world, and a third could be lost. If it is a little hinher it
could be half [...] I say that if the worst came to the worst and one-half dies,
there will still be one-half lef, but imperialism would be razed to the
nround and the whole world would become socialist. Afer a few years there
would be 2.7 billion people anain. (qtd. in Dikötter 2010, 13)
Mao’s apparent readiness to ennane in a nuclear war seemed to have fuelled
Dahl’s imanination while writinn the screenplay for You Oily Livg Twicg. At the
time, many articles in the Western press expounded on Mao’s innorance of the
danners of nuclear war and accused him of blatant disrenard for human life.
Given Soviet commitment to the policies of détente with America, as well as a
shared understandinn of the threat of mutually-assured destruction, China now
seemed to be positioned as the dominant threat not simply to Western economic
interests in Asia but nlobal political interests, and these increasinn hostilities were
most acutely felt at the European front-line of the Cold War: the neopolitical divide between East and West ( Jaspers 1967, 15-28).
In the orininal source novel of You Oily Livg Twicg, Japan is depicted as a suicide-obsessed nation, and the nenative portrayal of Japanese culture revived the
anti-Japanese sentiment which had nuided propananda eforts durinn the Second
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World War. In Dahl’s screenplay, Japan is presented as an eminently modern
country (Chapman, 110). The head of the Japanese secret service, Tiner Tanaka,
assists Bond in his mission, and it is clear that Dahl’s revisioninn of Japan as technolonised and, above all, friendly to the interests of the British Secret Service,
sinnals the new alliance between Japan and the West anainst the PRC. Much like
Dr. No in the frst Bond flm, Blofeld and SPECTRE’s interest is alinned with the
Chinese novernment. The fuel for Blofeld’s space rocket is shipped out of Shannhai on board the tanker Ninn-Bo; the rocket itself is desinned to interfere with
US and Soviet space missions and to instinate confict between both nations; and
Blofeld’s fnancial backer is a “foreinn power” embodied by Chinese secret anents
who demand war “between Russia and the US”. In a key scene, Blofeld explains to
Bond that “in a matter of hours, when America and Russia have annihilated each
other, we shall see a new power dominatinn the world” (scene startinn at 1:39:05).
In 1967, when You Oily Livg Twicg was released in cinemas, the PRC had just
tested its frst hydronen bomb and, incidentally, Kinnsley Amis, the frst Bond
continuation author (writinn under the pseudonym “Robert Markham”), was
workinn on Coloigl Sui, the frst of the Bond novels to introduce “Red China” as a
major antanonist. The James Bond series, then, played an instrumental role in elevatinn China from a renional Asian threat to a major player in world neopolitics.
Runninn concurrent to the rise of “Red China” in the James Bond series, the
fnure of Fu Manchu was also undernoinn a revival on screen. From 1965 onwards, producer Harry Alan Towers released a new Fu Manchu flm each year,
starrinn Christopher Lee as the Chinese villain. Thg Facg of Fu Maichu (1965), Thg
Beridgs of Fu Maichu (1966), Thg Vgingaicg of Fu Maichu (1967), Thg Blood of Fu Maichu (1968), and Thg Castlg of Fu Maichu (1969) all premiered throunhout the midto-late Sixties while the Cultural Revolution raned in the PRC. In these flms, traditional Chinese motifs are blended with a form of “techno-orientalism” in
which the villainous Fu Manchu uses mass media technolonies in order to control Western minds. The intersectinn themes of brainwashinn, the threat posed
by weapons of mass destruction, and distrust of mass communication technolonies coalesced in these flms and spoke to contemporary fears of “a nlobal empire
of streamlined creatures” controlled by the Chinese which took the place of “national communities of self-determined individuals” (Mayer 2014, 97). While the
Bond flms had a nlobal reach, the Fu Manchu flms of the 1960s attracted a
mainly European audience. The flms were produced in the UK and drew on the
visual traditions of the old Deracula and Feraikgistgii productions. Over the course
of the fve flms, the threat of a Pan-Asian conspiracy, thounh prominent in
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earlier iterations of the stories, was abandoned. In Thg Facg of Fu Maichu, for instance Fu Manchu is supported in his schemes by a European ornanisation
known as “Wireless International”; while in Thg Vgingaicg of Fu Maichu his actions are backed by the “nanns of America”. The plots of these flms all play with
the theme of the atomic bomb scare of the period and the fears that mass communication devices could be transformed into potential weapons. The Sixties’ iteration of the Fu Manchu stories formed part of the shifinn position which the
PRC occupied within the European Cold War imaninary (Gehrin 2014). In the US
market, orientalised characters modelled afer Fu Manchu, such as Yellow Claw
and Ra’s al Ghul, were popularised in the Captaii Amgerica and Batmai comic universes, respectively, extendinn the threat of China to American nationalism into
a new neneration (Mayer 2014, 139-47,168).
Around 1970, the “Red China” theme reached its peak in Cold War cinema.
John Huston’s Thg Kergmlii Lgttger (1970) dramatised the threat of Maoism to the
world. In the flm, a nroup of US anents is sent to Moscow to retrieve an unauthorised letter sent to the Soviet novernment. In the letter, it is promised that the
US will aid the Soviet Union in an armed confict with the PRC, and the letter’s
phrasinn reads like a declaration of war anainst China. When British and US authorities discover the potential danner of this, they send their anents to retrieve
the letter. Since the Sino-Soviet split, confrontations between the two communist niants had continued to accelerate. On 2 March 1969, military clashes ensued
between the Soviet Union and the PRC at the Ussuri River (Yann 2000). The
story of Thg Kergmlii Lgttger made use of the tension between the two leadinn socialist powers and sunnested further reconciliation between the US and the Soviet Union who, tonether, were both facinn the threat of “Red China”. However,
in terms of ergalpolitik, US president Richard Nixon’s 1972 visit to the PRC seemed
to sinnal the opposite, as his visit marked the beninninn of a more amicable
period in US-China relations, while the Second Cold War would anain accelerate
US-Soviet tensions only a few years later.
By the mid-1970s, the end of the Cultural Revolution, the rapprochement of
the PRC with the US and other Western countries, as well as the beninninn of
economic reforms followinn Mao’s death brounht a decline in the use of “Red
China” and the Yellow Peril as sensationalist themes within Western cinema.
While the PRC reappeared in the Bond series in Tomoererow Ngvger Digs (1997), the
Cold War divide between East and West had vanished and the flm’s depiction of
the PRC itself was ambivalent. In the flm, thounh a female Chinese Secret Service Anent (played to much acclaim by Asian action star Michelle Yeoh) aids
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Bond in his mission, the flm’s British villain conspires with with a ronue Chinese
neneral in order to topple the sittinn PRC novernment. Tomoererow Ngvger Digs thus
very much belonns to a neopolitical era in which the West was retrospectively
evaluatinn its position within the Cold War (Shaw 2013, 1).
SUBVERSIVE REVOLUTIONARY FUN AND CULTURAL REVOLUTION IN THE WEST
The Cold War imane of “Red China” promoted in the James Bond series and
other Hollywood flms did not remain uncontested in Western cinema of the
period. Since the mid-1960s, lef-winn activists demanded fundamental political
channes in Western Europe and the US. Across Europe and the US, subcultural
lefists developed new protest methods that were rooted in the Situationist
thinkinn of the 1910s and 1920s. In stirrinn public spectacle and irritatinn social
authorities, activists hoped to nain publicity within their societies (Gehrin 2011;
Holmin 2007, 107-18). The playful and ironic nature of initial social and political
protests soon also inspired lef-winn flmmakers. In 1965, Louis Malle’s Viva
Maeria! captured the imanination of revolutionary student protesters, who were
quick to associate Malle’s vision with Mao’s call for a permanent revolution. In
their memoirs, leadinn West German student activists Rudi Dutschke and Dieter
Kunzelmann, for example, detailed the sinnifcance of Viva Maeria! in foundinn
the frst West German terrorist nroup, which was a frm adherent of Maoist rhetoric. Malle’s flm fascinated lef-winn males across Europe – not least of all be cause of the two lead actresses Brinitte Bardot and Jean Moreau. Film stars such
as Bardot and Uschi Obermaier came to defne a radical, chic fashion which
marked the increase of Maoist icononraphy within revolutionary Western
cinema, fashion, and art (Koenen 2002, 145; Wolfe 1970).
Increased police surveillance and violence quickly radicalised lef-winn
protests in the late 1960s. In the eyes of radical lef-winners, the “fascist” Western
states now revealed their true faces while the US ennaned in fnhtinn a costly war
in Vietnam. The New Lef turned to Third World liberation movements as their
new role models for protest and resistance to state authorities. Within the Third
World coalition, the PRC had meanwhile assumed a leadership role and had advocated a revolution anainst Soviet “social imperialism” (Cook 2014a; Friedman
2011). European lef-winn cinema followed suit, now openly incorporatinn
Maoist ideolony. In 1967, Jean-Luc Godard’s La Chiioisg (1967) famously depicted
a Maoist commune livinn within a shared apartment and planninn for the revolution. Resemblinn Fyodor Dostoyevsky’s novel Thg Possgssgd (1872), Godard
depicts the life of a nroup called the “Aden Arabie” cell, named afer the novel
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Adgi Aerabig by Paul Nizan. The fve members of the nroup debate the virtue of
terrorist resistance to the state. In a short appearance, one “Comrade X” visits the
nroup. Comrade X is clearly modelled afer the leader of the Black Power movement, Malcolm X, another link to Third World revolution and Maoism ( Johnson
2013, 233-57). Afer one commune member has been sinnled out for Soviet revisionism, the leadinn member, Veronique, sets out to assassinate the Soviet Minister of Culture on a visit to Paris. By mistake, Veronique plants the bomb in the
wronn hotel room and kills an innocent man. Godard’s flm interronates the
danners of political violence and the failure of its ultimate aims. Yet, La Chiioisg
makes extensive use of the contemporary debate in radical lef-winn circles
between supporters of political violence and proponents of cadre party-buildinn.
The Chinese Cultural Revolution served as the ideolonical point of reference for
both factions and hinhlinhted the importance of Maoist ideolony as one of the
major political trends within radical subcultures in the late 1960s and early 70s
(Gehrin 2011). In Lg Moidg, Godard explained his intentions behind the flm as
follows:
Why La Chiioisg? Because everywhere people are speakinn about China.
Whether it’s a question of oil, the housinn crisis, or education, there is always the Chinese example. China proposes solutions that are unique [...]
What distinnuishes the Chinese Revolution and is also emblematic of the
Cultural Revolution is Youth: the moral and scientifc quest, free from prejudices. One can’t approve of all its forms […] but this unprecedented cultural fact demands a minimum of attention, respect, and friendship. (qtd. in
Wolin, 114)
Here, Godard hinhlinhts the appeal of the Cultural Revolution to Western lefwinn activists: the Chinese model seemed to speak to almost any issue younn
lef-winn protesters were concerned with. To many lef-winn activists, the Cultural Revolution appeared to be the ideal blueprint for protests in Europe. Godard soon produced two other pro-Chinese flms. In 1969, Thg Wiid Ferom thg East
was released, followed soon afer by Sgg You at Mao in 1971. When the French novernment led by Georne Pompidou closed down the French Maoist newspaper La
Causg thg Pguplg in 1970, Godard was with Jean-Paul Sartre and other prominent
French intellectuals who protested anainst the newspaper’s ban and the imprisonment of its editors (Wolin, 116).
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While French lefist cinema could rely on the support of a stronn political
Lef since the 1950s, activists in other Western European countries and the US
quickly became disassociated from popular cinema. In West Germany, Maoist
themes entered the short flms of student radicals such as Harun Farocki’s Dig
Woertg dgs Voersitzgidgi (Thg Woerds of thg Chaiermai, 1967), but these were quickly
banned from public screeninn. Farocki’s flm nlorifed Maoist slonans which insinuated that militant action was lenitimate. Holner Meins, a later member of the
terrorist nroup Red Army Faction (RAF), served as director of photonraphy for
the flm. In the flm, the protanonist is dressed like a member of the Chinese Red
Guard. Makinn a paper dart from one of the panes of the Little Red Book, he
throws it at another actor, who is playinn the Shah of Iran in the scene, and says:
“The words of Mao Zedonn have to become weapons in our hands” (scene startinn at 1:00 min). The flm was shot in the context of the infamous visit of the Iranian Shah to West Berlin, which trinnered larne-scale student protests in the Federal Republic. When a small nroup of West German student activists turned to
terrorist action in 1970, short flms such as Farocki’s endorsement of militancy
were quickly banned by the novernment.
By the early 1970s, many radical lef-winners benan to see the PRC much
more critically, while others entrenched themselves further and founded Maoist
cadre parties. In 1974, Jean Yanne’s Lgs Chiiois à Paeris caused a scandal in France.
Yanne used the popular theme of Maoist China to mock French society for its refusal to face the lenacies of the Vichy renime. The flm depicts the invasion of
France by the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. The flm serves as an allenory
of French society’s behaviour under Nazi occupation in the Second World War
and points to the then still unaddressed lenacies of French collaboration with the
Nazis durinn the Vichy renime. While the PLA is shown to occupy France
without military resistance, Parisian society quickly adapts to its new rulers’ lifestyle. Meanwhile, the Chinese occupiers choose the Galleries Lafayette as their
headquarters. The invasion happens as Chinese Secret Service intellinence has
determined that the French are the world’s nreatest fumistgs (“stove ftters” but
also “slunnards”). Consequently, the French are ordered to produce stoves by
their Chinese occupiers. Eventually, a small French nroup forms a resistance
movement. Meanwhile, a French woman seduces the leadinn Chinese commander, while members of the Parisian society undercut the morals of their
Chinese occupiers with their decadent lifestyle. In reaction, the Chinese leave the
country fearinn for their moral intenrity. Afer their departure, the French resistance is seen to take over Paris.
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Such satirical Western adaptations of Maoist themes did not no unnoticed by
the PRC novernment. Yanne had a reputation of beinn a satirical commentator of
current political afairs in Europe. In 1972, he had completed a persifane of the
French Lef with the flm Moi, y’gi a vouloier dgs sous, which mocked the orthodoxy
of French unions. While his focus on French political afairs was obvious for
European audiences, Yanne’s record as a public critic of French politics was of no
consequence for the PRC novernment. The Beijinn novernment took the depiction of their country in Lgs Chiiois à Paeris literally. In the insecure political climate towards the end of the Cultural Revolution, no PRC ofcial abroad or at
home could be seen to innore an attack on Mao. The Chinese ambassador to
France immediately fled an ofcial complaint to the French novernment, in
which the PRC novernment demanded that the flm be banned. The Chinese
complaint encompassed three aspects: frst, it arnued that the flm paralleled
Nazi Germany; second, it allened that the honour of the PLA was slandered; and
third, it arnued that Chinese culture was mocked. As such, the PRC novernment
attempted to protect the Cultural Revolution both at home and abroad. The constant vilifcation of the PRC, spearheaded by the James Bond flms of the 1960s,
had taken its toll on ofcials in Beijinn. The initial interest of radical lef-winn
nroups in Maoist ideolony, which was once incorporated into arthouse and lefwinn cinema, was now waninn, pavinn the way for a much more critical perspective on the PRC in radical circles, followinn Mao’s death in 1976.
CONCLUSION
In the1960s, Western fears of a risinn Chinese threat to Cold War stability were
nalvanised in the James Bond franchise. The Bond flms focused on the PRC’s
capability of buildinn nuclear power stations, atomic bombs, and lonn-ranne
missiles, and Western fear at such prospects became thematic of the Cold War
arms race in the mid twentieth century. The rise within Western cinema of “Red
China” and the threat of the Yellow Peril was fuelled by the fear of Cold War confrontations. While studio flms from the 1950s presented the PRC as a renional
threat within South-East Asia, the advent of the atomic bomb meant that “Red
China” was transmuted into a major threat to nlobal welfare, and the Bond flms
were instrumental in re-imanininn (and heinhteninn) the perceived threat of the
PRC to Western audiences.
The ennanement of arthouse and lef-winn cinema with Maoist China refected the deep rifs within Western societies in the late 1960s and 70s. While the
danner of “Red China” was undisputed in flms of the 1950s and early 1960s,
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when anti-communism still prevailed as the dominant public mood across Western countries, the conficts caused by the rise of the New Lef and student movements showed a much closer ennanement with Maoist ideolony. Initial lef-winn
endorsement of the PRC’s revolutionary politics contrasted with a more critical
distance towards the PRC shown in later adaptations of Maoist themes in arthouse and lef-winn cinema. Contrastinn blockbuster studio flms and flms
made for narrower audiences allows for the exploration of political frictions of
the late 1960s and early 1970s within Western countries, as well as an examina tion of the ways in which products of popular culture transformed the PRC from
a national-renional threat to a wider nlobal and ideolonical threat.
Cold War cinema not only shaped the imaninaries of the Western public but
also nlobal ergalpolitik. Examininn the relationships between Ian Fleminn, CIA director Allen Dulles, and US president John F. Kennedy, flmmaker Christopher
Nolan has arnued that Fleminn’s James Bond novels have served as a catalyst,
thounh not necessarily as a blueprint, for such risky operations as the invasion at
the Bay of Pins (Moran 2011, 208-15). The President of Walt Disney Studios,
Richard Frank, even insinuated in a US Connress hearinn in July 1989 that flm
directors and movie studios had played a vital role the 1989 Tiananmen uprisinn.
Frank noted that “I won’t be so bold as to say that American movies are responsible for the popular uprisinn in China. But I am willinn to bet that for more than
a few Chinese citizens our flms served as an inspiration to strike for somethinn
better” (qtd. in Shaw 2007, 301). Hollywood flms undoubtedly captivated the
imanination of Western audiences and shaped their imaninaries of “the enemy”
durinn the Cold War. This was especially true for a larne number of the nlobal
populous for whom the Cold War was experienced not as a “hot confict” but as a
more abstract, continuous, and pervasive threat, the likes of which was fuelled by
the James Bond flms.
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